
Executive Summary 

Linking Cycle Trails – Atherton, Malanda and Yungaburra 

Project  

To connect the towns of Atherton, Malanda and Yungaburra via existing quiet gazetted secondary 

roads. The attached plan outlines the proposed route. All the roads shown exist and most are 

constructed. 

On the route outlined the only works required are approximately  2 km of Council controlled roads 

and a further 1.8km of State controlled roads, to form a network measuring a total distance of 74.2  

km (which does not  include the existing Rail Trail from Atherton to Walkamin - 20.5km and the 

existing Kairi Tolga Loop - 28 km). To be clear if the proposed works were to be completed a cycle 

network of 122.7 km would exist within TRC local Authority area.  

1) Cycle Tourism 

Cycle Tourism is not new or unusual. Western Australia (Munda Biddi), Victoria (Rail Trails), 

Tasmania and New Zealand (Otago and Alps to Ocean) all now cater to large numbers of 

both international and domestic tourists. Figures are readily available for Otago 

The Otago Central Rail Trail is a significant recreational and tourism asset that has 

Important conservation and heritage values. Its value to Central Otago is 

considerable. Visitors – mostly cyclists; some walkers and horse riders – now number 

in excess of 12,000 per year; and contribute more than $12 million to the Central 

Otago economy, creating business opportunities and energising small communities. 

Quote from Otago Central Rail Trail Plan for the Future 2012-2022 

 

2) Safety 

Providing a cycling route which reduces the number of cyclists on the Atherton - Malanda 

Road and the Gillies Highway will save lives and reduce accidents. If the TRC wishes to 

encourage cycle tourism safe routes must be established between the major towns. 

 

3) Meeting a need 

Dalip Road/Nella Road were part of the original Atherton- Malanda Road. The road remains 

and much of the low level crossing of the Barron River also remains. Cyclists and walkers can 

still access the Barron River via both Dalip and Nella roads and the crossing has never been 

completely forgotten. In more recent times the crossing has become more popular again. 

For example we understand on Saturday 4 January over 40 riders from Cairns completed the 

crossing. On Wednesday 8 January 27 riders from Atherton crossed the Barron to have 

coffee at Gallo’s and on Sunday 12 January over 150 riders crossed  the Barron as part of an 

organised ride. There is obviously a need for the crossing, unfortunately as soon as it begins 

to rain cyclists will no longer be able to cross above the cascade.  Reinstating the low level 

crossing will meet what is a rapidly growing need. 

 

 

   



4) New Tourist Attraction 

We understand the major waterhole and associated cascade on Dalip Road was historically a 

very popular swimming and recreational area. If Dalip Road was regraded and a low levelling 

crossing similar to the low level bridge on the walking track below the Malanda Falls was 

installed Atherton would have another significant tourist attraction. Apart from the natural 

beauty of the cascades and pool the rainforest over Nella Road and the proliferation of 

platypus, turtle’s birds etc. would all appeal to tourists.    

 

5) Health Benefit 

The SAO’s (Sixty and Over Cyclists) have developed this project and are in the process of 

presenting the project to Council. Cycling does have significant health benefits for people of 

all ages and abilities. Obviously as older members of the community we have found cycling is 

a great benefit to both our physical and mental health and we are motivated to increase the 

safe areas in which all people can safely cycle. 

  

6) Growth of E bikes 

Cycling is being transformed by Electric bikes which make the sport more accessible to a 

much broader range of people. They are also changing the way people commute to and 

from work. Developing safe cycle links between Atherton, Malanda and Yungaburra will be 

of great benefit to those people purchasing E bikes. 

 

7) Land Tenure 

The entire project is contained within existing public gazetted roads apart from a small 

section along Petersen Creek connecting the Swing Bridge to Denny Road South. We have 

spoken to many of the farmers who own the gates on some of the roads and all have been 

very supportive of cyclists using the roads. All the gated roads are also used by Council, 

Ergon, Telstra etc. to service their infrastructure contained in the road reserves even though 

the roads in some instances have not been maintained.  We don’t foresee any significant 

tenure issues that would delay this project. As allude to previously large numbers of cyclists 

are already riding the routes outlined. 

 

8) Funding 

We are hopeful that State or Commonwealth funding may be available for this project 

however such funding would require TRC support  

 

 

 

 


